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Abstract
Small area estimation has become more popular in recent years due to an increasing
demand for reliable small area statistics. In this thesis, we mainly concentrate on the
robust estimation of variance components in the context of small area estimation.
A robust method based on robustified maximum likelihood (RML) equations (Sinha
and Rao, 2009) is considered under the one-fold nested error regression model. It
is shown that the optimization method used, Newton-Raphson method, has some
restrictions and may fail to converge. An alternative iterative algorithm, fixed-point
method, is proposed and Henderson’s method III estimator is also suggested for the
initial values of the algorithm. Moreover, two other robust methods, Fellner’s method
and Huggins’ method, are studied and a simulation study is conducted to compare
the behaviour of these estimators under the contaminated distributions. Finally, the
RML method is extended to the two-fold nested error regression model with equal
error variances.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The growing demand for reliable small area statistics from both the public and private
sectors has made small area estimation an important topic in survey sampling. A
comprehensive accounts of methods and models of small area estimation have been
studied in the literature. In recent years, model based indirect estimators have been
widely used in small area estimation. These estimators are efficient under model
idealized assumptions, but they can be unduly influenced by deviations from assumed
structures. Robust approaches have been developed to provide resistant estimators
for small area estimation. Section 1.1 of this chapter presents an overview of small
area estimation, while section 1.2 gives a brief review of robust statistics. Finally,
section 1.3 provides the thesis outline.

1.1

An Overview o f Small Area E stim ation

The motivation of most survey sampling is to provide reliable estimates for the total
population of interest. It is also of interest to produce similar estimates for sub
populations or domains. A domain may denote a geographical area, such as a county, a
province or a socio-demographic area like a census division. Direct domain estimators
use only domain-specific sample data. These estimators are not reliable for small
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domains due to insufficient domain-specific sample sizes. This necessitates the use of
indirect estimators that borrow strength from other related domains. Such estimators
are based on implicit or explicit models that provide a link to related areas through
supplementary data such as census information and administrative data. Generally,
indirect domain estimators can be classified into two categories, traditional estimators
based on implicit linking models and model-based estimators based on explicit linking
models.
Traditional estimators such as synthetic estimators assume that small areas have
the same characteristic as the larger ones. These estimators may have small mean
squared error if the implicit linking model is close to the true model.

However,

violation from assumptions can cause high bias.
Model-based indirect estimators define a model so that related areas are incorpo
rated in the estimation process. The most commonly used techniques for small area
estimation are the empirical best linear unbiased prediction (EBLUP), the empiri
cal Bayes (EB) procedures and the hierarchical Bayes (HB). These estimators have
some advantages for small area estimation. For instance, optimal estimators can be
obtained under assumed models with respect to the nature of the response variable.
These models can be classified into two types:
(i) Area level models that relate small area direct estimators to area-specific covariates.
(ii) Unit level models that relate the unit values of study variable to unit-specific
covariates.
We study these models and their properties in sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.

1.1.1

A rea Level M odel

A basic area level model, known as the Fay-Herriot model (Fay and Herriot, 1979),
assumes that the area mean, Y), is related to area-specific auxiliary data.

Such

3
models are used when unit level data are not available. A representation of the basic
area level model is given by:

Vi = x J p + Vi + e i ,

i =

where & is a direct estimator, (3 — (/3i, ...,/3p) is a p x l vector of regression coefficients,
Vi

are area-specific random effects and ej are the sampling errors. It is assumed that

Vi and ej are independent and distributed as N(0,a^) and N (0,a^), where

is

assumed to be known.
The above model comes from the combination of the sampling model and the linking
model. More precisely, it is assumed that the population area mean, Y* has the
following form and the area-specific auxiliary data x* = (xn, ...,xip)T are available for
area i = 1, . . . , k (consider only the case where all areas are sampled):

Y i = x[(3 + Vi,

i = l,...,h.

(1-1.1)

For making inference about the Y), we assume that a direct survey estimators

yt

is

available that is,
yi = Y i + e h

i = l,...,k,

(1.1.2)

where ej is the sampling error. Combining (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) we obtain the following
model
yi = xf/3 + Vi + eu

(1.1.3)

It should be mentioned that (1.1.3) contains both design-induced errors, ej, and the
model errors, v^
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1.1.2

U n it Level M odel

A one-fold unit level model relates the unit values of the study variable,

to unit-

specific auxiliary data, Xij. It assumes that unit-specific covariates are available for
all the Ni population elements in each small area. The population model is given by

Vij = xJjS + Wi + ey ,

where

j = l t ...,Nit

« = 1,

(1-1.4)

are assumed to be iid random variables with mean zero and variance o^. In

addition, the sampling errors

are assumed to be iid random variables with mean

zero and variance a\ . It is assumed that vl and

are independent. Also, normality

of the Vi s and e^s is assumed. If A, is large and the sampling fraction /j = n,i/A, is
ignorable, the mean of the ith area can be written as:

Hi = X[(3 + Vi,

where X 4 is the known mean of xtj for the ith area. We assume that the population
model holds for the sample. That is, we assume sample selection bias is absent. Hence
our sample model is

Vij = Xy/3 + i>i + ea;

i = l,...,fc;

j = l,...,rii,

where nl(> 1) is the sample size in area i.
In section 1.1.3, we introduce the general linear mixed model with block diagonal
covariance structure. A special case of the general linear model with a block diagonal
covariance structure covers the area level model and the unit level model.

1.1.3

G eneral Linear M ixed M odel w ith B lock D iagonal Covariance Structure

The two basic models, area level model and unit level model, and their extensions
can be presented as a general linear mixed model with block diagonal covariance
structure. The term linear mixed model denotes the mixture of fixed and random
effects in a linear model. A general linear mixed model is given by

y = X/3 + Zv + e,

(1.1.5)

where y is the n x l vector of sample observation, X is the n x p known matrix,
Z is the n x h known matrix of full rank, /3 is a p x 1 vector of unknown fixed
effects, v and e are independent random vectors with mean zero and covariance
matrices G and R that depend on some variance parameters, 0 = ( a j , ..., a^). We
further assume that 0 belongs to a specified subset of Euclidean g-space such that
Var(y) = V = V(0) = R + ZGZT be non-singular for all 0 belonging to the
subset, where Var(y) denotes the variance-covariance matrix of y. Fixed effects are
introduced to model the mean of y and the random effects are considered to control
the variance-covariance of y; see MeCulloch and Searle (2001). The goal is to estimate
a linear combination of fixed effects, (3, and the realized values of, w ^ t — lT/3 + mTv,
where 1 and m are specified constant vectors.
A special case of the general linear mixed model (1.1.5) with block diagonal covariance structure covers the basic area level model and unit level models.
A block diagonal matrix is a square matrix with square matrices (A*) as diagonal
elements and Os as off-diagonal elements. It is denoted as A = diag\<i<k{Ai).
For (1.1.5), y = co/i<i<fc(yi),
v = co/1<j<fc(vj),

X = coh<i<k{'Ki),

Z = diagx<i<k{Zi),

e = co/i<j<fc(ej), where k is the number of small areas, y, is

the rij x 1 vector of sample observation in the ith area, Xj is nt x p and Z* is rii x h,t

6
(E ti

ni

= n and £ j =1 hi = h).

Covariance matrix V has the block diagonal structure:
V = diagi<i<k(Vi) = diagi<i<k(Ri + ZjG iZf), where R = diagi<i<k(R*) and
G =

diagi<i<k(Gi)-

The model (1.1.5), with a block diagonal covariance matrix V can be written as
k sub-models:
Yi = XJ/3 + Vj + ei5

i = l,..., A:.

(1.1.6)

Considering (1.1.6), the interest is to predict

Hi = lj(3 + m

l i

= l,...,k.

In this study we focus on model (1.1.6) with a block diagonal covariance structure.

1.1.4

M odel-based E stim ation

1.1.5

EBLUP

For the general linear mixed model (1.1.6) with block diagonal covariance structure,
the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) estimator of /x, = i j (3 + m fv , is

W(fl.y() =IJ'/3 + m lTG iZ f V - 1(yj - X , 0 ) ,

(1.1.7)

where

is the generalized least square (GLS) estimator of /3(Henderson, 1975).
Since (1.1.7) depends on the unknown vector of variance components, 0 , we replace
0 by an estimator 0 to obtain the empirical BLUP (EBLUP) estimator fii = /q(0, y).
For example, assuming normality , we can use maximum likelihood (ML) or restricted

7
maximum likelihood (REML) estimator of 6. Under the area level model, using (1.1.7)
the BLUP estimator of fa is given by:

+ 7 »(yi - x f 3 )»

( 1 . 1.8 )

where
7i = ^ / W + a i),
and
_1 / k

XiXf /(ff* + 4 ) 1
\t=l

/

( 5 ^ Xiy</(^ + <£)
\i=l

/

and the EBLUP of fa is given by fa — fa(9, y t).
Similarly, for the unit level model, the BLUP of fa = X,/3 + vl is given by

£i(0.yt) = x f 3 + 7 i ( y i - x f 3 ) ,

(1.1.9)

where
ii = ^ 2/K 2 + ^ 2M ).
and

0 = ( E x ^v .r ‘x ‘) * ( e * ^ 1* )

•

Again, ML or REML estimators of a\ and a\ may be used to get the EBLUP estimator
of fa.
Empirical best linear unbiased prediction (EBLUP) estimators of small area means
under basic area level and basic unit level models can be highly affected by the occur
rence of outliers. Robust approaches have been developed to remedy this problem.
These methods down weight influential observations in the data and provide resistant
estimators for model parameters.

8

1.2

A B rief Overview of R obust Statistics

The motivation of robust statistics is to produce estimators that are not affected by
small deviations from idealized assumptions. Examples of departures from the model
assumptions include the presence of outliers in the data, rounding and grouping er
rors, and departure from an assumed sample distribution. Outliers are often the most
risky type of errors. Generally, an outlier is an observation which is numerically far
from the rest of the data. Outliers happen very frequently in real data mainly due
to measurement errors. Misplaced decimal points, recording errors, exceptional phe
nomena and including members of other populations are common source of outliers.
These observations often remain hidden to users and do not show up in the usual
residual plots and may spoil the results of statistical analysis. Many robust and re
sistant methods have been developed to provide estimators that are less sensitive to
outliers.
A comprehensive history of robust estimation is provided by Hampel et al. (1986).
They noted that the discussion of outliers and robust methods date back to Bernoulli
(1777). First formal rules were proposed by Peirce (1852) and Chauvenet (1863),
followed by Stone (1873), Thompson (1935), Pearson and Chandra (1936) and many
others. In 1960, Tukey summarized earlier work and suggested some useful robust
alternatives that made robust estimation a general research area. The foundation of
robust estimation was made by Huber (1964) and Hampel (1968). Huber’s (1964)
paper “Robust estimation of a location parameter” is an important pioneering work.
He introduced a resistant class of estimators, called “M-estimators”, with useful prop
erties like consistency and asymptotic normality.
Robust methods of direct area-specific estimators of a population total Y have
been studied under a model-based approach,(Valliant et al., 2000). Chambers (1986)
and Welsh and Ronchetti (1998) worked on robust estimation of Y when outliers occur

in data. An outlier-robust method was proposed as an alternative to the customary
regression estimator Y = Ylies Vi + Ylies(0x i) based on the ratio model

= 0Xi + e*,

i = 1 , N, where Cj’s are independent and have mean zero and variance af oc x u
$ is the weighted least-squares estimator of /?, s is the sample and s is the set of
non-sample units. The robust estimator is significantly more efficient than Y when e*
has mixture distribution e* = (1 —5{)eu + 5i€2i , where St indicates a random variable
with small 7T; = P(Sl = 1), and the variance of e2i is much larger than the variance of
eij. In this mixture model, only a few of the y-values may be outliers.
In general, robust estimators can be classified as M-estimators, L-estimators and
R-estimators (Hampel et al., 1986). M-estimators axe based on maximum likelihood
estimators, L-estimators are a linear combination of order statistics and R-estimators
rely on ranks of residuals. M-estimators are the most widely used robust estimators.
These estimators replace the square of residuals with an alternative loss function of
the data, {yi, i = 1, ...,ra} and the parameters,0, to limit the effect of outliers. More
generally, M-estimation attempts to minimize
p with derivative

ip .

f°r a specified function

Two popular ^-functions are the Tukey biweight (also known as

bisquare) and the Huber’s

ip .

• Tukey biweight
Tukey (1970) proposed an M-estimator that excludes any extreme outlier by giving
it a zero weight. The p-function for a specified tunning constant, c, is given by
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The corresponding derivative 7p(r) is given by

r(c2 —r 2)2 i f

|r| < c

if

r\ > c

ipc(r) =
0
• Huber
Huber (1964) suggested the following M-estimator that applies a least absolute devi
ation to outliers:
~r2

if

|r| < c

c|r| —|c 2 i f

|r| > c

Pc ( r ) = <

and
r

if

|r| < c
( 1. 2 . 1)

c signir) i f

|r| > c

For Tukey’s biweight, under standard normal distribution 95% asymptotic efficiency
will be obtained when c=4.6851; for Huber’s function the corresponding value is c=
1.345. For more information about the choice of the tuning constant, refer to Hampel
et al. (1986).
Regarding outliers in small area estimation, Datta and Lahiri (1995) proposed a
robust Bayesian method using a Cauchy distribution on the contaminated areas and
a scale mixture of normal for the rest of the data. They assumed that outlying areas
are known. In addition, Bell and Huang (2006) introduced a method for the arealevel model (1.1.3) based on t-distribution with k(> 2) degree of freedom to deal with
outliers. They assumed that outliers can occur in model errors u* or the sampling
errors e

Fellner (1986) considered robust estimation of (3 and v under the general

linear mixed model (1.1.5), using Huber’s (1973) ^-function. He solved robust “mixed
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model” equations to get (3 and v for given 6. Sinha and Rao (2009) proposed another
method, based on Robustified Maximum Likelihood (RML) equations, which is more
efficient than Fellner’s method. In this thesis, we mainly focus on Sinha and Rao’s
RML method.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The main focus of this thesis is on the robust estimation of variance components
for the unit level model in the presence of outliers. Chapter 2 deals with the RML
method (Sinha and Rao, 2009). The model is described and a number of practical
considerations are highlighted. Some difficulties with the Newton-Raphson method is
outlined and an alternative iterative method is proposed for solving the RML equa
tions. Also, Henderson’s method III estimates are suggested for the starting values
of the iterative algorithm. Then an example is provided to present the failure of the
Newton-Raphson method. Moreover, two other robust methods, Fellner’s method and
Huggins’ method, are considered. The methods are described and a simulation study
is conducted to assess the performance of these estimators and the RML estimator
under the contamination model proposed by Sinha and Rao (2009).
Chapter 3 extends the RML method to the two-fold nested error regression model
with equal error variances. This model is appropriate for the two-stage sampling
design. Similar to Chapter 2, the fixed-point method is used for solving the RML
equations and Henderson’s method III estimates are chosen as the initial values of
the iterative algorithm. In the end, the result of a simulation study is reported.
Chapter 4 summarizes the results of the thesis and offers suggestions for future
research.

Chapter 2

Robust Small Area Estim ation
Various definitions of robust ML and REML have been investigated so far. Stahel
and Welsh (1997) and Richardson and Welsh (1995) discussed a number of these
methods. In this chapter, we primarily consider a recent robust method by (Sinha
and Rao, 2009) based on ML estimators. Then, in section 2.3 two other methods,
namely Fellner’s (1986) and Huggins’ (1993) methods, are studied.

2.1

RML m ethod

Sinha and Rao (2009) considered the general linear mixed model with block diagonal
covariance structure, namely

Yj = Xt/3 + ZjVj + ej

i = l , . . . , k,

where the vectors yt are independent with means equal to X,/3 and variances V* =
Ri + Z iG tZ j = V,(0), where V,(0) depends on the vector of unknown variance
components, 0. see Rao (2003), page 107. Under normality, maximum likelihood
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(ML) estimators of (3 and 9 can be obtained by solving the following equations:

5 ] x ’’v r 1(yi - x ,/ 3 ) = o,
1=1

E |(y< -

- Xj/3) - tv

(2.1.1)

(vr1^ 1) } = 0,

i= l

9,
( 2 . 1. 2 )

where 9i is the Ith component of 9 = (01, ...,9q)T. Equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) are
given in Appendix A, section A.I.
One obvious indication of outliers in the data is when some of the fitted values,
y i, are unusually far from the observed values, y,. To handle such outliers Sinha and
Rao (2009) robustified the ML equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) as follows:

^ X f V - ‘U.1/V ( r i) = 0 ,

(2.1.3)

2=1

* (» ) =

where

E
{ ^ T(r i)U!/2V - '| ^ V r i U . 1/V ( r i) - frfK iV "1^
1=1 ^

) ) =0

( = 1,
(2.1.4)

-0(.)is the Huber^-function given by (1.2.1), r* = U~1,/2(yj —Xj/3), where Uj

is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to diagonal elements of V*, K, is
a diagonal matrix chosen as K; = clj where c is the tunning constant, c = E[ip%(u)]
and u ~ N ( 0,1), and I* is the identity matrix of the same order as V*.
In order to obtain the robust estimators of /3 and 0, equations (2.1.3) and (2.1.4)
need to be solved iteratively. For solving (2.1.3), the Newton-Raphson method based
on a first-order Taylor series expansion around an initial value, /30, is used to create
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a set of linear equations. We can show that
k

k

k
(2.1.5)

where D;(/3) is a diagonal matrix with its j th diagonal element A j — w'b{rij) —
(d/drl3)'ij)b{rlj). The derivative of the Huber ^-function with respect to

is 1 if

\rij\ < b and 0 otherwise.
Prom (2.1.5), iterative equations of the following form are obtained:
k
2=1

( 2 . 1 .6 )

for the m th iteration (m = 0, 1, 2,...).
For (2.1.4), Sinha and Rao (2009) suggested using the Newton-Raphson method.
N ewton-R aphson Algorithm
The Newton-Raphson method is commonly used for maximizing non-linear functions
and for finding approximations to the roots of a real-valued function. The main idea
of the algorithm is to construct a quadratic approximation to the function of interest
around some initial values (first guess) and adjust the parameter value to that which
maximizes the quadratic approximation. The process is repeated until convergence
is reached.
Suppose a function / is defined over the real x, and its derivative f exists. Iterations
are given by
x t+i = x t Accordingly, for the equation (2.1.4) the iterative equations are given by

(2.1.7)
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where $ (0 ) =

..., <j)q)T with its Ith element as defined in (2.1.4) and & (0) is the

derivative of $ (0 ) with respect to 0. The derivative of 3»(0) is obtained in Appendix
A.2.
The complete algorithm involving both (3 and 6 can be presented as follows
1. Choose initial values of /3 and 0.
Set m = 0.
2. Calculate /3m+1 and Qm+l from iterative equations (2.1.6) and (2.1.7).
Set m = m + 1.
3. Continue step 2 until convergence is achieved. Let (3M and 0 m denote the
estimates of (3 and 0 at convergence.
After computing the robust estimators (3M and 6 m ■area-specific random effects
Vj can be estimated by solving the following equation by (Fellner, 1986).

Z f R - ^ V ( r “ 1/2 ( y f - X i/3 - Z iVi) ) -

G~U21>( G r I/2V i)

=0,

i=

1

,

k.

( 2 . 1 .8 )

Again, the Newton-Raphson method is used to solve the above equations. Then
the robust estimators viM are used to predict fxt = \Jf3 + m fvj as fxiM — \J(3M +
mfvjM for specified vectors 1* and mj. The predictor fiiM is called the robust EBLUP
estimator (REBLUP) of

and it is the same as EBLUP for the choice of ?/>&(r) = r.

Sinha and Rao’s simulation results revealed that the RML method is significantly
more efficient than Fellner’s (1986) method for estimating 0, described in Chapter
3.

However the Newton-Raphson method used for obtaining robust estimates of

paxameters may have some limitations. Section 2.2 explains some difficulties with the
Newton-Raphson algorithm and suggests an alternative approach.
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2.2

Practical Consideration of RML M ethod

Newton-Raphson’s method usually converges very fast towards the solution. However,
there are some difficulties with the method and in some situations the method fails to
converge. Newton-Raphson method requires that the derivative be calculated directly,
but the derivative may not be easily obtainable. For example, the convergence may
fail if the function is not continuously differentiable in a neighbourhood of the root or
if the derivative is not continuous at the root. Also, the Newton-Raphson method is
very sensitive to the starting point. Kellison (1975) summarized the conditions under
which the method may fail. The stability of the Newton-Raphson method may be
affected if the initial value is taken at or near a maximum/minimum point or it is
taken at or near a point of inflection.
Using Newton-Raphson optimization for estimating the variance components, we
may encounter some of the above difficulties and in certain conditions the algorithm
does not converge. Therefore, it is preferable to use a technique that does not need
the derivative computation. In addition, choosing the starting value (first guess)
of the algorithm is an important issue to be considered. Section 2.2.1 presents an
alternative method, fixed-point iteration, that does not require the derivative com
putation. Section 2.2.2 suggests using Henderson’s (1953) method III estimators of
variance components 0 as the initial value of the fixed-point algorithm.

2.2.1

F ixed-P oint approach

The fixed-point iterative method relies on the fixed-point theorem:
“If g(x) is a continuous function for all x 6 [a, 6], then g has a fixed point in [a, 6].”
This can be proven by assuming that g(a) > a and g(b) < b. Since g is continu
ous the intermediate value theorem guarantees that there exists a c such that g(c) = c.

Fixed-Point iterative m ethod
Suppose

xq

is the root of a function f{x). Then / can be manipulated algebraically

to produce x 0 = g(xo), where x0 is the fixed point of g. The algorithm of this method
can be presented as:
1. Choose an initial value, xQ
2. Compute xn+i = g(xn) for n — 0,1,2,...
3. Continue step 2 until convergence is achieved.
Anderson (1973) proposed the fixed point algorithm for obtaining ML estimates of
linear mixed models (see Rao (2003), chapter 6). Fried et al. (2011) also used fixedpoint algorithm for RML equations in the specified case of a mean nested error model:
Vij — n + ut + etJ. We apply this method to the RML equations (2.1.4) under the
nested error regression models with respect to
RML equation with respect to

^

9

where

9

= (ae2,a v2)T. Consider

9:

‘( r O U f v r ' ^ V r ’U f ^ r i ) _ (r (K .v - . | X i )} = 0.

i—1

This equation can be written as
k
^ { V . ‘(rj) U | /2V r 1^ V r , U ‘/V ( r i) - f r f K i V - ' I ^ V r ' V i ) } = 0,

(2.2.1)

i—l

using Vj- 1V, = Ini, where Ini is the identity matrix of the same order as V*. Then
by replacing V* with V, = a 2Ini + a2l nil'ni (2.2.1) changes to
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Evaluating

we get

E‘.,v>‘(ri)u‘/2v r 1i„,vr1u,I/V(ri) = Ef=l‘’- ( K i V r ' i . v r ' f ' . . •

ELi'/’'(ri)u‘/2v,-1i„,iiiv r 1u,1/V(ri) = E‘=1«>'(jCfVr'irti^vrH^ *-A)Cf))
Let
E L ,V -‘(ri)U ‘/2V j- II„,U ‘/y ( r i)
= a{0).
[ T . L ^ ‘( r O U ^ V r 'U l i . u ! V ( r ())
Then

( \
r2

0=

\* v
where

A(0)

Efe.(r(Kiv r 1i„,vr1i„,) Eli(r(K iV r‘i„,Vi_1i»,i^)
E fe ,* r ( v r ‘i n, i ; iv r 1i»,) E ? = i f ( v r 1i»ii ; , v r 1i„ ,i;,)

So, the fixed point algorithm of RML equations for the m th iteration (m=0,l,2,...)
can be presented as follows:

(
g ( m + 1)

2(m+l)

\
(2 .2.2)
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Iterative equation (2.2.2) is more stable than the Newton-Raphson method and it
typically converges in 10 to 15 steps. Like any other iterative algorithm, the fixedpoint algorithm requires initial values for the parameters. As a result, suggesting
a well-defined starting value for 0 could facilitate the procedure. We have chosen
Henderson’s method III estimates as the initial values of the algorithm. Section 2.2.2
gives a brief introduction to Henderson’s method III.

2.2.2

H enderson’s m ethod III

Henderson (1953) proposed three methods, known as Hendersons methods I, II and
III, based on analysis of variance (ANOVA) estimation. The method III is more
popular since it is valid for unbalanced cases.
The basic idea of Hendersons method III comes from decomposing the sum of
squares of residuals by fitting various sub-models. First, consider the unit level model
y = X/3 + Zv + e and rewrite it as

y = W/3* + e,

(2.2.3)

where W = (X|Z) and (3* = ( ^ ). Treating (3* as fixed factor, the partition in total
sum of squares, S S T (/3 ,v ) = yTy, under model (2.2.3) is given by

SSR((3, v) = yTW (W TW )~1'WTy,
S S E ( 0 , v ) = ere = [(In - W (W r W )_1W )y]T [(In - W (W TW )_1W )y] .
(2.2.4)
Then, reduce model (2.2.3) to
y = X/3 + e.

(2.2.5)
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Similarly, the partition in total sum of squares under model (2.2.5) is given by

SST((3) = yTy,
SSR{(3) = yr X (X TX )_1X ry,

(2-2-6)

SSE((3) = eTe = [(In - X (X TX)"1X )y ]T [(In - X (X r X )_1X)y] .
In terms of sum of squares, dropping v in (2.2.5) can be expressed as

SSR(v\(3) = SSR((3, v) - SSR((3).

(2.2.7)

Considering the expected value of (2.2.4), the unbiased estimator of al is given by
S S E ((3 ,v)

n —rank(W )

( 2 .2 .8 )

Similarly, using (2.2.7), the estimator of cr%is given by
£2 = SSE(y\(3) - a e2{rank{W) - ra n k { X ))

g

tr[ZT(In - X (X TX )_1X T)Z]
Estimators (2.2.8) and (2.2.9) are used as the initial values in the fixed-point algorithm
(2.2.2) to get robust estimates of a\ and a\.
Henderson’s method III estimators are unbiased and they are valid for all mixed
models. A detailed account of Henderson’s method III is given by Searle et al. (1992).
Section 2.2.3, provides an example that illustrates the failure of Newton-Raphson
method in solving RML equations.
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2.2.3

Exam ple

In this section, we provide an example that demonstrates the failure of the NewtonRaphson method. A single data set is generated from the unit-level model and the
parameters of the model are estimated by the RML method using the fixed-point iter
ation and the Newton-Raphson iteration. The following model with a single auxiliary
variable is considered:

Vij

= A) + P i x y +

Vi

+ ey

* = 1,...,40 j = 1,...,4,

(2.2.10)

where xtJ is generated from N (l, 1) normal distribution with mean equal to 1 and
standard deviation equal to 1 and (An A ) = (1,1)- Further, both u, and

are

generated from the contaminated distribution (1 —0.05)N ( 0 ,1) + 0.05/V(0,25), which
means 0.95 proportion of w* and etj comes from the true distribution N (0, 1) and the
remaining 0.05 proportion is generated from the arbitrary contaminated distribution
N (0 ,25). We focus on the estimation of parameters (An A ) and (er|,<72) using the
RML method with fixed-point iteration and the Newton-Raphson method. The start
ing value for (cr2,<72) is chosen as Henderson’s method III estimators and for (An AO
ordinary least squares (OLS) estimators are used. For the generated data set, we
have (AS0),/3i0)) = (0.47,1.32) and (<r2
e{0), <rf) = (2.35,4.49).
Table 2: ML and RML estimates of model parameters (Newton-Raphson vs. fixedpoint)
Coefficients

ML

RM L (Newton- Raphson)

RML(fixed-point)

A,
A

0.59

0.61

0.89

1.21

1.19

1.17

2.33

3.27

1.96

4.36

NA

1.22
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Table 2 shows the result of estimation with fixed-point iteration and NewtonRaphson. It shows that using the fixed-point iteration appears to be more stable than
the Newton-Raphson method. Particularly for a%, the Newton-Raphson method does
not converge.
Figure 1 presents the process of Newton-Raphson and fixed-point iterations for
finding the robust estimates of the variance components, a\ and

. As can be seen

in Figure 1, choosing Henderson’s method III estimates for the starting values, the
Newton-Raphson fails to converge in estimating a%. Also, the fixed-point method
provides a better estimate for

than the Newton-Raphson method. A debating

point of this figure is the spike in the a\ iterations, when using the Newton-Raphson
method. A small change in the iterative values can drastically change the gradient
matrix in equations (2.1.6) or (2.1.7) and that causes a sudden fluctuation.
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v

V
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V

Iteration

F igure 1: Variance components estimation: Newton-Raphson vs. fixed-point
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Repeating the procedure on different data sets, we noticed that the NewtonRaphson algorithm may converge to values outside the parameter space (negative
estimate of a\ and a^). In such cases, the gradient matrix in equation (2.1.6) becomes
computationally singular.
Some alternative approaches are suggested by West et al. (2007) to remedy these
problems. For example, choosing an alternative starting value may solve the problem.
For the generated data set, choosing the initial values of the variance components very
close to the true value, the Newton-Raphson algorithm converges and it provides the
same results as the fixed-point iteration. Figure 2 presents the Newton-Raphson
iteration, choosing the initial value very close to the true value. This method is only
good for simulation studies where the true values are known.

1.24

1.16

114
1.16
V

112

V

1.14
1.12

1.08
1.08
1.061

1.06
1.04

Figure 2: Newton-Raphon method: Choosing an alternative starting value
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Moreover, setting some constraints for iterative values may solve the compu
tational problem with the Newton-Raphson algorithm. Defining some boundaries
for iterative estimates controls the Newton-Raphson procedure and guarantees
convergence to some extent. For the data set generated from the model (2.2.10) with
specified /50, P i , <Je2 and <r^, setting the following constraints leads to convergence.
- If <7g ^ < 0 then set

= 0.01.

- If

> 10 then set

— 1.5.

- If

< 0 then set

= 0.01.

- If cr^m* > 10 then set

= 1.5.

v

v

Iteration

F igure 3: Newton-Raphon method: Setting constraints
Although setting such restrictions solves the problem, defining a criterion for the
side conditions is not straightforward specially for inference from actual data. It
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should be mentioned that convergence issues with the Newton-Raphson method are
not limited to robust estimates. Difficulty in convergence of Newton-Raphson algo
rithm is a frequent problem in the analysis of linear mixed models (LMM). In the
context of LMMs, the Newton-Raphson algorithm is the most commonly used algo
rithm in ML and REML estimation. Although this algorithm require calculation of
the partial derivative and its iterations are relatively time consuming, the convergence
is faster than the other available methods such as the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm and the Fisher scoring algorithm (Little and Rubin, 2002). For more ex
planations on EM algorithm and Fisher scoring algorithm may be referred to Searle
et al. (1992).
The main computational struggle is the estimation of the covariance matrix, V* =
R, + Z jG jZ f, i.e, we need to ensure that G, and R* be positive definite. More
precisely, the diagonal elements of G; and Rj should be greater than zero.
Considering the above points and the computational difficulties of the NewtonRaphson method, we recommend using the fixed-point approach which is more stable
and does not require the derivative computation.
The available software for fitting LMMs have different error messages or notes
when problems arise. Some software stops the procedures, some others elude the
positive definiteness criteria and gives estimate out of the parameter space (negative
or zero estimations).
West et al. (2007) summarized the procedures of some software such as SAS, R and
Stata.
• SAS Proc Mixed in SAS fits a variety of linear mixed models to the data. If
Proc Mixed converges to an estimated solution for variance components that
leads to a non-positive definite covariance matrix, SAS stops the procedure and
sets the negative variance components to 0 in the output. The following note
is displayed in the log window.
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” Estimated

G matrix

is

not positive

definite”

The variance-covariance matrix of random effects is called the G matrix by SAS.
This means that the variance components estimates might be either negative or
very close to zero. In this case, SAS provides an extra option that relaxes the
positive definite requirement and enables the user to investigate the problem.
The nobound option gives an invalid estimates for the variance components.
• R lme function in package nlme fits a linear mixed-effects model in the for
mulation described in Laird and Ware (1982). When computational problems
occur in estimating the covariance matrix, the estimates cannot be achieved
and R displays the following message
”Error

2.3

in

lm e .fo rm u la :

iteration

limit

reached

without

convergence”

Other R obust M ethods

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 focused on the RML method of Sinha and Rao (2009), explained
the procedure and suggested an alternative iterative algorithm for robust estimation of
the variance components. As mentioned earlier, different methods have been proposed
to deal with outliers in individual observations and in the area-level random effects.
In this section, we study two other robust methods of estimating variance components
and compare them in terms of efficiency by conducting a simulation study.

2.3.1

Fellner’s M ethod

Fellner (1986) proposed a method of robust estimation of /3 and v under the linear
mixed model. His method consists of two stages. First, robust estimators (3 and v
are obtained for a specified 6 and then (3 and v are substituted in the robustified
Henderson’s equations for the variance components. We consider the linear mixed
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model with block diagonal covariance structure and mixed model equations (MME):

Yi = Xj/3 + ZjVj + e*;

i = l,...,k.

Mixedmodel equations (Henderson (1959)) are derived by maximizing the joint den
sity ofy = ( y f ,

yD and v = ( v f , v j [ ) with respect to /3 and v, assuming

normality MME equations are given by
k

X f R T 'fo " Xi/3 - ZjVj) = 0;

i = 1 , k,

(2.3.1)

i=i
Z fR -^ y , -

X i/3

- ZjVj) - Gj_1Vi = 0;

i

= 1,..., fc.

(2.3.2)

Equations (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) can be written compactly as

x tr

_1x

z t r _1x

x tr

_1z

z t r _1z + g _1

/3

X TR ~ 1y

V

ZTR 1y

where y = co/1<i<fc(yi) X = coli<i<k(X i), Z = diagi<i<k(Zi), G = d«a^i<i<fc(Gi),
R.

).

Fellner (1986) robustified the MME equations (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) as follows
k

X ;X ,TR - 1/2V.(R.'1/2( y i - X , / 3 - Z IvI)) = 0;
2=1

i = l,

(2.3.3)

Z fR T 1/V ( R " 1/2(yi - Xi/3 - ZjVj)) - G r 1/V ( G r 1/2vi) = 0;

i = 1,..., k, (2.3.4)

and
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where rj>b is the Huber’s ^-function.

= x min( 1, b/ |x|), where b > 0 is the tuning

constant. A common choice of b is 1.345 that provides 95% asymptotic efficiency under
the normal distribution. The choice of b = oo leads to standard BLUE /3 = (3(0) of
(3 and BLUP estimator v = v(0) of v.
Solving equations (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) gives the robust estimators /3M(0) and v M(0)
for fixed 6. Substituting these estimators in the robustified version of the Henderson’s
(1973) iterative algorithm provides the estimators of variance components.
For the unit level model with 0 = (a l , a l )T, robustified Fellner’s iterative algo
rithm is given by
~2(m+l) =

~ 2 (m + l) =

~2(m )

a 2(m)

k ni

6

where n0= Yh nn
c = E [^b(u )} for

E^

V'

{c(k - AM)} ’
ib (p(m) //T(m)N|2

fP b \ e i j

tc { ( n o

and

are

N ( 0 , 1) and ATO is

'U> r^J

/

>

-p ) - (k -

Am) } ] ’

the estimated values in the m thiteration.
the value of

t r ( A 22)/<5^

evaluated at 0^m\

where
/

\

\

An A12
k-21

^■22

/

\

\
XTR-1X

X t R _1Z

Zr R-1X

Zr R_1Z + G_1

/

Fellner calculated the tuning constant c constant as c = P3(r2) + r 2[1 —Pi (r2)], where
P:i is the cumulative chi-squared distribution with parameter equal to 3. He noted
that for r = 2 the asymptotic efficiency of the estimators is 92.13% and c = 0.9205
which means under normality the maximum bias of variance components fluctuates
between 4% to 8%. However, in the absence of normality, the biases of variance
components could be significant.
It should be mentioned that a nice property of Fellner’s method is the use of
Henderson’s equations for variance components estimation that is not affected by the
constraints on the parameter space: a\ > 0, al > 0 (Harville, 1977). If the starting
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values of the algorithm are strictly positive, then at every iteration the estimators
remain positive. See Rao (2003)- page 102.

2.3.2

H uggins’ M ethod

Huggins (1993) proposed a robust version of the likelihood for multivariate normal
data. His method require the assumption that y has a symmetric distribution. The
log likelihood under normality for the linear model with block diagonal structure is
given by
k

m

0) a ^

£

k

log |V,| - 1 £

8= 1

{(y. - X ,/3 f v r ' t a - Xj/3)} .

8= 1

Huggins defined the corresponding robustified log likelihood as
k

k

< * < * v D Klog

iv d

8=1

- X > (f< ),
8=1

where fj = V ~i^2(yi —X,/3), K = £ ,('0(f,)fi), p is a twice continuously differentiable
even function and xp = p'.
The ML estimates can be found by minimizing (2.3.5)
- k
k
M (13,6) = - £ ( K l o g |V , |) + y > ( V - l/2(y
8=1

i

(2.3.5)

8=1

Direct differentiation of M with respect to (3 and 9i gives

H r =

= - E ^ ( ?.)TV - |/2X „
i =1

<9M i ^ ( E t i K 1° s lv il)
^ ( E f = i p(fi))
aei ~ 2
det
+
dot

(2.3.6)

Equations (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) have zero expectations. For (2.3.6),

E ( - £ W ( f i)TV r 1/2X,}') = - £ { £ ( . / . ( r . f v - ^ x , ) } = 0,
i= l

/

i= 1

since ip is an odd function, f* is symmetric and E(ip(ri)) = 0.
For (2.3.7), using

= - v i~1/2% T V i~1/2>we can write

f ^
E (

—1/2

\

^
J3\r—1/2
= - B ^ t V . 1' 2^ ) } .

(2-3.8)

, i= l

In addition, considering the point that 'Vi 1//2V,

= V i \ the first part of the

(2.3.7) can be written as

± h r ( V ^ ) =± H V - '^ ) .
i —1

(2.3.9)

i —1

Equations (2.3.8) and (2.3.9) show that (2.3.7) also has zero expectation. To ensure
the robustness it is required that both t/>(fj) and ^ (f,)f, be bounded (Richardson
and Welsh, 1995).
Huggins (1993) performed a simulation study of size 100 on pedigree data with a
complex covariance structure. He defined contamination via the elements of r M o r e
precisely, a model is denoted as p% contaminated when with probability of 1 —p
each element of fj is an observation from N (0,1) and with probability 1 —p it is an
observation from N (0 ,25). This type of contamination does not indicate if outliers
are generated in the distribution of area-specific random effect, Vj, or if it is affecting
the error term e*. However, in the small-area estimation context it is preferable to
identify the outliers in the random effects and the random errors.
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His simulation results show that under the suggested contamination model the
robust method has a good efficiency for the estimation of model parameters. We
study the performance of Huggins robust method for the nested error model under
the contamination model proposed by Sinha and Rao (2009), where the outliers are
produced in the distributions of

and el3.

In order to find robust estimators of (3 and 0, equations (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) should
be solved iteratively. For equation (2.3.6), we use a first-order Taylor sires expansion
around /30:

i=1

i=l

i=l

where Dj(/3) is a diagonal matrix that its diagonal elements is equal to

So,

the iterative equation is given by

J 2 ^ f r ( P i m ) ) } T y 7 1 / 2 X i-

/3 (m + 1) = ^ (m ) +

I i=l

)

i=1
(2.3.10)

Since the covariance matrix has a block diagonal structure, we apply the fixed-point
iteration for equation (2.3.7). considering the block diagonal structure for the covari
ance matrix. Using the Cholesky decomposition , we can obtain the explicit form
of V lJ 2 and V ^ 1//2. This facilitates the computation of derivatives with respect to
variance components.
Cholesky decom position
Assume A is a symmetric positive definite square matrix, then A = UTU = LLT,
where U is a unique upper triangular matrix and L is a unique lower triangular
matrix (Gentle, 1998).
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Since V = diagi<i<kVi = diagi<i<k{o l\ni + a%lnil'ni}, we can write

y

f

= * . (in , -

V , - ‘ /2 = < V ‘

\

\

/

•H

1
rii

In,

+

(" 2

+ ™ < ^ ) ‘ /2

'H

2 ,
2\ —1/2 Irtjlnj
+ (<rl + niol)
J
ni

(2 -3 -1 1 )

(2.3.12)

Taking derivative of (2.3.11) and (2.3.12) with respect to 0 , the iterative equation
for estimating variance components can be expressed as follows

/
g ( m + 1)

2(m+l)

o.

\

2 (m + 1)

\ v

I

where

EtmtfrtvrXvrX)}

E'UMvr'in.vr'u.iy}

A (9 )

E f-.W v r'i.X v r1!*)} E‘L.{i’-(vr1i„,i!l,v,-1i„.i!>,)}

a{0)

E t 1V ( ? i )

3/2(Ini E ‘= iV > T ( f i ) f - j W

2\-3/2 1 V
J-n»xni

n4l ^ ) + n io J )

3 /2 l » , l n i

V,1/2r,

Section 2.4 compares the performances of Huggins’ method, Fellner method and
the RML method under the contamination model proposed by Sinha and Rao (2009).
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2.4

Sim ulation Study

We ran four sets of simulations with 500 simulation runs, using the nested error model

Vij = Po + t a j +Vi + eij,

i = l, ...,40,

i = 1,

4,

where the auxiliary variable, x^, was generated from AT(1, 1) and kept fixed in all
the simulation . Further, (Pq,P i ) = (1,1) and it remained unchanged for all the
simulations. The area-specific random effects,

and the random errors, eiv were

generated from the contaminated distribution (1 —X)N(0, l)+AAr(0,25), which means
(1 —A) proportion of

and et] comes from the true distribution iV(0,1) and the

remaining A proportion were generated from the arbitrary contaminated distribution
iV(0,25). We have chosen A = 0.1. Four possible combinations were considered:
1. No contamination: etJ and v%were generated from standard normal.
2. Contamination in random errors only: 10% of e,j were generated from N(0,25) and
the remaining 90% were generated from N(0,1).
3. Contamination in area-specific random effects only: 10% of u, were generated from
N(0,25) and the remaining 90% were generated from N(0,1).
4. Contamination in both random errors and area-specific random effects: 10% of
and 10% of

were generated from N(0,25) and the remaining 90% of etJ and u^were

generated from N(0,1).
Table 3 to Table 6 present the biases and mean squared errors of the estimated
model parameters using the three robust methods: Fellner, Huggins and RML, and
the ML method, under the four possible contaminations. When there are no outliers
in the data, Huggins, RML and ML performed analogously and Huggins and RML
method are as efficient as the ML method. On the contrary, Fellner’s method provided
poorer results and displayed larger biases and MSE.
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Table 3: Simulated biases and mean squared error of model parameters :No con
tamination
Parameter

ML

Huggins

Fellner

RML

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

0O

0.000

0.05

-0.011

0.046

-0.003

0.035

-0.010

0.039

0!

-0.002

0.006

0.007

0.007

0.007

0.008

-0.003

0.009

a\

-0.019

0.019

-0.005

0.021

0.106

0.038

0.027

0.024

al

-0.013

0.043

-0.026

0.083

0.151

0.119

-0.045

0.091

Table 4: Simulated biases and mean squared error of model parameters: Contami
nation in random errors
Parameter

ML
Bias

Huggins
MSE

Fellner

RML

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

/30

-0.009

0.08

0.006

0.053

0.007

0.076

0.001

0.044

/?!

-0.003

0.031

-0.001

0.126

-0.009

0.025

0.005

0.013

a\

2.361

7.524

1.13

1.45

0.598

0.408

0.523

0.337

al

-0.040

0.231

-0.199

0.122

0.282

0.192

-0.103

0.109

In the presence of outliers in the random errors (Table 4) ML behaviour changed
dramatically and exhibited huge biases for variance component &l. The RML method
performed better than Huggins and Fellner’s methods in terms of the bias and the
efficiency. Among the robust methods, Huggins method appears to provide the worst
results.

Table 5: Simulated biases and mean squared error of model parameters: Contami
nation in area-specific random effects
Parameter

ML

Huggins

Fellner

RML

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

Po

-0.001

0.09

0.018

0.082

0.006

0.091

-0.008

0.052

P\

0.000

0.007

-0.001

0.008

-0.002

0.008

0.006

0.008

0.013

0.021

-0.008

0.019

0.128

0.043

0.028

0.026

2.34

7.31

1.746

5.011

0.554

0.48

0.364

0.299
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Table 6: Simulated biases and mean squared error of model parameters: Contami
nation in both random errors and area-specific random effects
Parameter

ML

Huggins

Fellner

RML

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

00

0.015

0.132

-0.002

0.091

0.033

0.134

-0.002

0.064

0i

0.000

0.031

-0.005

0.013

-0.002

0.024

0.005

0.015

2.342

6.321

1.240

1.73

0.637

0.473

0.586

0.404

2.271

8.716

1.337

3.11

0.748

0.785

0.411

0.347

°v

When we consider outliers in the random effect Vi, Table 5 shows that the RML
method provides better results than other methods. Huggins’ method is heavily influ
enced by the outliers and produced larger biases and mean squared errors comparing
to other two robust methods.
Considering outliers in both random errors and random effects, still RML appears
to provide better result than Huggins and the Fellner’s methods. Similarly, Fellner’s
method performed better than Huggins, but less efficient than the RML method.

Chapter 3

Robust Estim ation Under a Two-Fold
N ested Error Regression Model
Chapter 2 dealt with the one-fold nested error regression model. An extension of
this model involves two levels of nested errors. In this chapter, we study robust
estimation of model parameters under the two-fold nested error regression model. As
stated earlier, the focus of this thesis is on Sinha and Rao’s (2009) RML method. We
apply the RML method to the two-fold nested error regression model and investigate
its behaviour in the presence of outliers by performing a simulation study.

3.1

Two-Fold N ested Error Regression M odel

The two-fold nested error regression model is a natural extension of the one-fold nested
error regression model. Fuller and Battese (1973) studied this model for balanced case
with constant variances. Stukel and Rao (1999) considered the two-fold nested error
regression model with unequal error variances and obtained the BLUP estimator of
a small area mean explicitly.
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3.1.1

D escription o f th e m odel

Under the twofold nested error regression model, the ith small area has M, clusters or
primary units, where the j th cluster in the ith area contains N tj elements or subunits.
Suppose (yiji , x Xji) is the response value and the auxiliary information for the Ith unit
in the j th cluster from the ith area, where I = 1,..., Nij;

j = 1,..., Mi

i = 1,

k.

A sample, si: of ra* clusters is selected from the ith small area and in the next step a
sub-sample, sXJ, of n Xj units is selected from the j th sample cluster.
A representation of the twofold nested error regression model for the sample is given
by Stukel and Rao (1999):

Viji =

+ Vi + Uij + eijt

where i>j~ud(0, crl), zqj~ud(0,
constant

I = 1,..., nij;j = 1

= 1 ,...,&,

(3.1.1)

= k ^e ^ i with e,j(~ Md(0, a‘l) and known

and

In addition, {uj}, {u^} and {e,^} are mutually independent.

We focus on Stukel and Rao’s model (3.1.1) with equal error variances by assuming
kiji = 1. This model is the special case of the general linear mixed model with block
diagonal covariance structure.

y x = Xj/3 + ZiVi + e*;

* = 1,...,A:,

(3.1.2)

where
Yi = coh<j<mi{Yij)i

Gj

Yij = col i <i<mj

CO/j<j<mi(coii</<nij.{&ijl))i

Zi

v t = (J2i),

(co/i<i<nij.( 1 ) )
v2t =

=

Zi

1

= col\<j<mi {col\<i<rii] (x7()),

(Zj | Z2j),

Coij<j<mi ( Zjj),

Z 2j =

di(l(}i<:j<mi{Zij),

(ujj), and (3 = ( f t , ..., /3P)T.

In addition, ex and v* are independently distributed with mean 0 and covariance
matrices Rj and G* depending on the vector of variance components, 9.
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Note that the covariance matrix of y = colx<i<k(yi) has block diagonal structure
with blocks V* = Vj(0) = R* + ZjGjZ-, where G* =

var(v*i )

—(

a 2 Jm

), R» =

diagi<j<mi {diagx<i<ni] (a2^ ) ) .

3.1.2

E B L U P estim ator

We wish to predict the population mean of the ith small area, fa, under model (3.1.1).
As mentioned in Chapter 1, for the general model (3.1.2) the best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE) of (3 and the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) estimator of
Vj are given by

/ 3 ( 0 ) = ( X X v - ‘x ( j

^

x fv rV i

(3.1.3)

and
Vj(0) = G,ZJ-V“ 1(yi - Xj/3),
where
0 = {o2e,a 2v,o 2J

and Vi(0) = a2eIn. + a2( l nJ ( l 'n.) + ( r l d i a g ^ ^ i l n ^ i l ^ . . ) . We

can obtain the EBLUP estimator of /ij by replacing 0 by its estimator 0. Under
normality maximum likelihood (ML) or restricted ML (REML)estimator of 0 may be
used. The EBLUP estimator of fa is given by

Ai = X ^ (0 )+ V i(0 ).

(3.1.4)

Stukel (1991) facilitated the computations of (3.1.4) by obtaining an explicit form
of V7 1; see Appendix A.4. It should be mentioned that obtaining the explicit forms
of the estimators may not be the top priority any more, due to the the development
and universal availability of statistical software that facilitates the computations.
However, for complex models with high dimensional data using the explicit forms
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decreases the running time of the program.

3.2

R obust E stim ation

As mentioned earlier, the EBLUP estimators of the small area means can be affected
significantly by the presence of outliers in the data. This calls for using methods of
estimation that limit the influence of outliers and produce more reliable estimators.
In this section, we apply Sinha and Rao’s (2009) method to the two-fold model and
similar to Chapter 2 we focus on robust estimation of (3 and the variance components,
°lWe consider Stukel and Rao’s (1993) model (3.1.1) with equal variances (kiji = 1):

Viji = ^iji/3 + Vi + Uij -|- Giji I = 1,

j

1, ...,7?7.j,

i

1,..., k.

(3.2.1)

In section 3.1.1, it is shown that (3.2.1) is a special case of the general linear mixed
model with block diagonal covariance structure. The RML method could be easily
extended to the two-fold model, since the RML estimators are defined based on the
ML equations of the general linear mixed model with block diagonal covariance.
First, rewrite the model (3.2.1) as yj = X,/3 -I- Z,v, -I- e, and then apply the
following RML equations.

^ X f V - 'U '/ V t r O - O ,
2™1

<M») = E

{v>'(r.)U!/JV i- 1^ V j- V ( r i) - trfK iV ,-1^ ) }

(3.2.2)

= 0,

1= 1,...,?
(3.2.3)

where i/>() is the Huber ^-function (1.2.1), Tj = Uj

— Xj/3) where t* =

col\<j<m.i (ry) = co/i<j<mt (co/i<;<nij (tiji), Uj is a diagonal matrix with diagonal ele
ments equal to diagonal elements of V*, K* is a diagonal matrix chosen as Kj = clj
where c is the tuning constant, c =

E [ipb (u)\

and

u

~ /V(0,1) and I* is the identity

matrix of the same order as V*.
To find robust estimators of (3 and 6 = (o-g,a%,<rl)T, equations (3.2.2) and (3.2.3)
should be solved iteratively. Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 deal with robust estimation of
(3 and variance components 6 using RML method.

3.2.1

R obust estim ator o f

(3

Using the Newton-Raphson method for (3.2.2), the iterative equations are given by

^tm+i) = ^m) + |^ x J 'V j-1Di(/3(”>)Xi|

jgX fV r'U '^M rit/n) j .
(3.2.4)

where D i((3) is a diagonal matrix with its j th diagonal element D tJ = ip'b(rij) =
(d/drijtybitij) with vVJ = coli<i<nij(ry,).

3.2.2

R obust estim ator o f 6

In order to obtain the robust estimator of variance components, equation (3.2.3) needs
to be solved iteratively. To avoid the difficulties with the Newton-Raphson method,
we used the fixed-point method. In addition, Henderson’s method III estimates are
used as the initial values of the algorithm.
Fixed-point iteration
This section is similar to section 2.2.1. Equation (3.2.3) can be written as follows
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Letting T t = diagi<m<j(ln y l ^ ) and replacing VJ with Vt = a2eInl, +

+

crldiagi<m<j(lnijlhij), equation (3.2.5) leads to

0 = [A (0)}-la(0),

where
0 = { a l,a la lt

E f .o W ( r i)U i1/JV r 1I„-i. V r 1U j/JV>(ri)}
a{0)

ElU{V>‘(ri)u!/3v r 1i»-,.Ciy r 1ui1/V(ri)}
E U ^ r O U ^ V r 'T i V r 'U ^ V K r i ) }

and,
A (0) =
EtolMKiVr'ini vr'im.)}

Ei=0{fr(KiVi-1i»i.v<-1ini.i^.)}

E t o { trKi(V<_ l l ni.lni.tVi - 1l n,)}
E,fc=0{‘r (Ki v 4- 1T 4V 4- 1Ini.)}

Ei-0{HKiv r 1in1.v4- 1Ti)}

E?=o{MKi V'i- 1ln i.l» i‘V r 1l » a ni 1)} Ef=o{tr(K4Vi- 1l Bj.lni.‘Vj- 1T4)}
E L d M K iV i^ T iV i-^ ln i.ln i.* )}

E t o l ^ t K iV i- 'T i V i - 1^ ) }

Accordingly, the iterative equation has the following form
0 (m+l) =

(3.2.6)

Equation (3.2.6) needs a starting guess. Similar to Chapter 2, we choose Hender
son’s method III estimates for the starting values of 0. Hence, the complete algorithm
for the two fold model can be described as follows:
1. Choose initial values of /3(0) and 0 ^ (Henderson’s type III estimates).
Set m = 0.
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2. Calculate /3(m+1) and #(m+i) from iterative equations (3.2.4) and (3.2.6).
Set m = m + 1.
3. Continue step 2 until convergence is achieved.

Henderson’s m ethod III
Henderson’s method III provides the estimations of variance components by fitting
varioussub-models.

For the two-fold nested errorregressionmodel, (3.2.1), three

steps are needed for estimating

a\ and o\.

First of all, the two-fold model, (3.1.1), can be written as

Yi = X ifi + (zi|Za) ^

+ e i;

i = 1,..., k,

(3.2.7)

where
Yi = CO/i<j<m, (co/i<;<ntj (t/ijl )),

Xj =

®i = C O l \ < j < m i { c o l \ < l < n i j { & i i l ) ) ' i

Z{

Z 2j := d i a g i < j < m i ( Z i j ) ,

Vj =

Col]<]<rnt (col\<i<:niJ (x-^)),
C o i i < j < mi ( c o / i < ; < n ^ ( 1 ) )

COl \ <j <, m i { % i j ) ,

( V2i)> V 2j — C o / i < j < m f( U y ) .

The compact form of (3.2.7) is given by

y = X /3 + (Z |Z 2) Q

where
y = co/i<j<fc(yj)

X = co/i<j<fc(Xj)

Z = diagi<i<k(zi)
v = C0 /i<j<fc(Ui)

Z2 = diagi<i<k{rZi2i)
v2 =

and e = co/i<j<fc(ej).

C O li< i< k ( v 2i)

+e,

(3.2.8)
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Clearly, model (3.2.8) can be written as

y = X/3 + Zv + Z2V2 + e.

(3.2.9)

Considering the fact that the equation (3.2.9) is a special case of the general linear
mixed model,applying Henderson’s method III is quite easy.

First, we can rewrite

(3.2.9) as
y = Wi/3* + e,

(3.2.10)

where
W i = (X |Z|Z2) and (3* — (\ V
v2).
' Assuming (3* is a fixed effect, the partition of the
total sum of squares, 5ST(/3, v, v 2) — y ty under model (3.2.10) is given by

S S R {P , v , v 2) = ytW 1(W 1TW 1)"1W fy ,
SSE ((3, v , v 2) = e4e = [(In - W 1(W lr W i y lW 1)y]T [(In (3.2.11)
Analogously, reducing model (3.2.10) to

y = W 2/ T + e,

(3.2.12)

where
W 2 = (X|Z) and j3** = (^ ). We can write

5fiT (/9,v)= y*y,
S S R {0 ,v ) = y tW 2(W 2r W 2)“1W ^y,
S S E (0 ,v ) = J e = [(In - W 2(W 1r W 2)_1W 2)y]T [(In - W 2(W 2TW 2)_1W 2)y] .
(3.2.13)
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Reducing model (3.2.10) once again, we have

y = X/3 + 7 .

(3.2.14)

The partition of total sum of squares, SS T (fi) = y fy, under model (3.2.14) is given
by

S S R (p ) = ytX (X tX )“ 1XV,
(3.2.15)
S S E (0 ) = 7 T7 = [(In - X (X r X )_1X )y ]T [(I„ - X (X r X )_1X)y] .
Taking the expectation of S S E in (3.2.11), we can obtain an unbiased estimator of
a2 as
SSE(f3, v, v2)
n — ra n k (W \)
k
~*2
E j=i
2_q=i 2_/i=1 p.*?,
n — ra n k(W 1 )

(3.2.16)

where e*2t is the residual corresponding to (yiji,Xiji) by fitting model (3.2.10) as a
fixed effects model. Considering the reduced models, (3.2.12) and (3.2.14), we can
write
S S R {v 2\P,v) =

S S R ( { 3 , v , v 2)

- S S R (0 ,v ),
(3.2.17)

S S R (v 2,v\P) = SSR((3, v, v 2) - SSR((3).
The corresponding expected values of (3.2.17) are given by

E [S S R {\21/3, v )] =

+ [ra n ^ W j) - ra n k(W 2)]at

E [S S R {v2,v\p)] = tr(Z i2M 2Z 2)&l + tr(Z M 2Z)a2v + [rank(

- rank{X)]a2e,
(3.2.18)

where

= In - W 2[W^W2] 'W t2 and M 2 = In - X pC X fX *.
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This gives unbiased estimators of a \ and a'l as

tr( Zt2M 1Z2)

(3.2.19)

where e**f denotes the residuals of model (3.2.13), treating (3** as fixed factor.
k r-'rrii
2>
E j=1
2 - j j - 1 Z-W
=l1 :ijl
■1=

—(n —ranfc(X))dg —fr(Z 2M 2Z2)<7„
fr(Z M 2Z)

(3.2.20)

where e**/*2 is the residual corresponding to (yiji,Xiji), obtained by fitting model
(3.2.15).
Estimators (3.2.16), (3.2.19) and (3.2.20) are used as the starting values of 6 in the
iterative equations (3.2.6).
Section 3.3 investigates the the behaviour of two-fold model in the presence of
outliers.
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3.3

Sim ulation Study

We performed 200 simulation runs, using the two-fold nested error regression model

Viji = * i j i + Vi + Uij + Ciji

1 = 1 ,-.,5 ;

j

= 1 , 4;

* = 1 ,...,4 0 .

We assumed that the number of units in each cluster and the number clusters in
each area are equal :rijj = n = 5 and m l — m = 4.
The auxiliary variable, xtJ, was generated from iV(l, 1) and kept fixed in all the sim
ulation runs. In addition, (0o,/3i) = (1,1) and it remained unchanged for all the
simulation runs. The area-specific random effects, vi} the cluster-specific random
effects, u,j and the random errors, e*^, were generated from the contaminated dis
tribution (1 —\)N(Q, 1) -(- AiV(0,25) which means (1 —A) proportion of Vi , Uij and
eiji comes from the true distribution N (0,1) and the remaining A proportion were
generated from the arbitrary contaminated distribution iV(0,25). We have chosen
A = 0.05.
Eight combinations of contamination are possible:
1. No contamination (0,0,0): e^i ,

and u, were generated from standard normal.

2. Contamination in random errors (e,0,0): only 5% of

were generated from

N(0,25) and the remaining 95% were generated from N(0,1).
3. Contamination in area-specific random effects (0,v,0): only 5% of utj were gen
erated from N(0,25) and the remaining 95% were generated from N(0,1).
4. Contamination in cluster-specific random effect (0,0,u): only 5% of v, were
generated from N(0,25) and the remaining 95% were generated from N(0,1).
5. Contamination in both random errors and cluster-specific random effects (e,0,u):
5% of

and 5% of ?i,j were generated from N(0,25) and the remaining 95% of
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eiji and uy-were generated from N(0,1).
6. Contamination in both random errors and area-specific random effects (e,v,0):
5% of e^i and 5% of vt were generated from N(0,25) and the remaining 95% of
e^i and Ujwere generated from N(0,1).
7. Contamination in both cluster-specific random effects and area-specific random
effects (0,v,u): 5% of
remaining 95% of

Uij

and 5% of

v,

were generated from N(0,25) and the

and Ujwere generated from N(0,1).

8. Contamination in random errors, cluster-specific random effects and areaspecific random effects (e,v,u): 5% of e l3i, 5% of
from N(0,25) and the remaining 95% of

e l3i , u XJ

and 5% of
and

Vij

were generated

were generated from

N(0,1).
We only consider the four models that involve e: (0,0,0), (e, 0,0), (e, v , 0), (e, 0, u )
and (e,t>, u ) . Tables 7 shows the biases and mean squared errors of the estimated
model parameters using the RML method and the ML method.
In the uncontaminated case, ML appears to be slightly better than RML method
in terms of biases.

The RML method is almost as efficient as the ML method.

When we consider outliers in the random errors, el3i, the ML estimator of variance
component

is affected significantly and its bias increases to around 1.20. However,

the RML methods gives better results for the estimation of variance components. In
the case of outliers in both

e 13i

and

vt

or both ey; and Uy the RML method provides

better results than the ML method. Also, when we have outliers in random errors,
cluster effects and area-specific random effects, the RML estimators again produce
more stable results than the ML ones. Generally, variance components associate
with contaminated distribution are the most affected by outliers.
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Table 7: Simulated biases and mean squared errors of the estimated model
parameters- 5% contamination
ML

RML

Parameter

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

0o

0.012

0.037

0.015

0.038

01

-0.004

0.001

-0.004

0.001

-0.002

0.003

0.057

0.007

-0.023

0.083

-0.058

0.095

0.029

0.021

0.014

0.026

00

-0.006

0.038

-0.005

0.036

01

0.003

0.003

0.001

0.002

1.183

1.483

0.362

0.141

-0.045

0.083

-0.085

0.086

-0.003

0.037

-0.024

0.303

00

-0.002

0.069

-0.007

0.044

01

0.003

0.003

0.001

0.002

in

1.184

1.483

0.362

0.158

(e, v)

1.31

2.756

0.214

0.157

0.003

0.037

-0.016

0.031

00

-0.007

0.045

-0.004

0.039

01

0.002

0.003

0.001

0.002

in

1.184

1.483

0.384

0.158

(e, u)

-0.065

0.124

-0.102

0.096

<*l

1.248

2.213

0.281

0.138

00

-0.001

0.073

-0.006

0.046

Contamination

01

0.003

0.003

0.002

0.002

in

a\

1.192

1.51

0.407

0.177

(e, v, u)

<*v

1.42

2.841

0.217

0.167

1.251

2.155

0.302

0.155

No

Contamination

Contamination
in
e

Contamination

Contamination

al

In the next step, we repeated the simulation runs with A = 0.1. Table 8 presents
the simulated biases and the mean squared errors of the estimated model parameters
for the RML and the ML methods.
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Table 8: Simulated biases and mean squared errors of the estimated model
parameters- 10% contamination
ML

RML

Parameter

Bias

MSE

Bias

MSE

00

-0.007

0.04

0.005

0.041

0i

0.004

0.001

0.004

0.001

-0.012

0.003

0.049

0.007

-0.013

0.078

-0.049

0.087

-0.012

0.251

-0.027

0.027

00

-0.009

0.033

-0.016

0.028

0i

0.004

0.005

-0.001

0.003

in

2.386

5.87

0.722

0.542

e

-0.046

0.105

-0.096

0.097

-0.024

0.051

-0.060

0.033

00

-0.016

0.116

-0.005

0.064

01

0.006

0.005

0.005

0.003

2.426

6.075

0.803

0.669

2.410

9.976

0.608

0.581

-0.014

9.976

-0.047

0.041

00

-0.015

0.065

-0.009

0.047

01

0.005

0.006

0.0041

0.003

2.426

6.074

0.806

0.671

-0.046

0.198

-0.112

0.113

2.42

6.813

0.634

0.502

00

-0.032

0.093

-0.032

0.051

01

-0.007

0.005

-0.002

0.003

in

2.386

5.871

0.896

0.836

(e, v, u)

2.424

9.467

0.616

0.658

2.450

7.081

0.720

0.649

No

Contamination

Contamination

Contamination
in
(e, t>)

Contamination

*2

in
(e, u)

Contamination

° 2v

*1

Considering Table 7 and Table 8, it appears that the bias of estimators increases
as the proportion of outliers increases.

Chapter 4

Summary and Future Research
This chapter has two parts. In section 4.1, the result of the thesis are discussed, while
in section 4.2, some suggestions are made for future research.

4.1

Summary

This thesis deals with the robust estimation of variance components in nested error re
gression models used in small area estimation. In Chapter 2, we studied some outlierrobust methods for the one-fold nested error model and primarily focused on the RML
method proposed by Sinha and Rao (2009). Some practical issues of the RML method
are highlighted. Particularly, it is shown that the Newton-Raphson method used for
obtaining the estimates of variance components, is not stable and in some cases it
does not even converge. Moreover, it is shown that the Newton-Raphson algorithm
is very sensitive to the choice of the starting values. To avoid convergence problems
with the Newton-Raphson method, we suggested using the fixed-point method that
is more stable and also does not need the gradient matrix computation. In addition,
Henderson’s method III estimators of variance components are used for the initial
values of the fixed-point algorithm. Some alternative approaches, such as choosing
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another starting values or setting some constraints for the iterative values, are pre
sented to remedy the Newton-Raphson’s convergence problems. Then, an example is
provided to compare the performance of the Newton-Raphson method and the fixedpoint method in estimating 9. Moreover, we studied Fellner’s (1986) and Huggins’
(1993) methods and compared the behaviour of these estimators under contaminated
distributions. The simulation results showed that the RML method (Sinha and Rao,
2009) provides better results than Fellner’s and Huggins’ methods, in terms of effi
ciency and bias.
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, the RML method is extended to the two-fold nested
error regression model, which is appropriate for a two-stage cluster sampling design.
The two-fold model is expressed as a general linear mixed model. The fixed-point
method is used for solving the RML equations and Henderson’s method III estimators
are used as the initial values of the variance components. A simulation study is
performed to investigate the behaviour of this model in the presence of outliers.

4.2

Future Work

As mentioned earlier, this thesis concentrates on the robust estimation of variance
components and does not cover the problems associated with the estimation of small
area means and consequently many related topics remain to be considered for future
research. Some of these topics are discussed below.
First important area to be considered for future research is the robust estimation
of robust small area means under the two-fold nested error regression model. Also,
estimating the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) needs investigation.
A second area is motivated by Sinha and Rao (2009). It would be helpful to
consider other models for outliers, such as long-tailed distribution and outliers in
the auxiliary variables and investigate the behaviour of the robust methods in the
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presence of such outliers.
Finally, considering the optimization method used for solving the RML equations,
one may consider other iterative techniques such as the EM algorithm. Extensive
literature on the use of EM algorithm for the ML and REML methods of estimation
exists (see, for example (Searle et al., 1992)), which could be extended to the RML
method.

A ppendix A

A .l

ML Equations

For the general linear mixed model with block diagonal covariance structure under
normality, we have
Yi = X if i + Z m + ef,

with y4 ~ N iX ifr V i) with E[yi\ =

2 = 1, •••, k,

var(yt) = V*(0) = V<(0)

ej ~ N(0, Rj) and v8 ~ N(0, G*). The joint density function of y, is

f ( Vi

y\Q) = n

/Cyi

y*1 ;

/ ________ _________ g - l/2 [ ( y t - X i ^ ) TV l_ 1(yi - X </3)]

f i l ( 2 7 r ) ^ | V i|1/2

Thus the log-likelihood is

<« ^

log |Vi| -

i Y , {(y< -

X i/3)r v r ' ‘(y, - Xi/9)} .

2=1

Direct differentiation of I with respect to ft gives

ai
9/3

,

{(y. - x^rv.-^y, - x.fl)}]
'

9/3

2= 1
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Using the fact that <9(yj —~Xif3)T/d(3 = —X* we can write

S = E x f V - ‘(yi - X i/3)

Similarly, differentiation with respect to Oi gives
dl

3 (-t/2 1 o g |V ,|)

ae,

ae,

^ { ( y j- X if lf V - ^ y .- X if l) }

' 4-?
I—I

ae,

Break equation (A.1.1) into two parts, I and II

r = 8(-k/2 logiVil)
ae,

=

_h_tr / v aw,
2 \
ae,j

Using d(det(X)) = det(X )tr(V ~ ldX ), we get

11

—

i / / 2^i=i

dei

= -1/2 E l, {4(y, - x^Fv-'ty, - x,«}
= -1/2 E l, {(y, - Xi/Jfvr'^vr'ty, - x,/3}}.
Thus

(A.1.1)
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A .2

D erivative o f 3>(0)

Using the Newton-Raphson algorithm for the iterative equation (2.1.7), we need to
obtain the derivative of $(0 ) = (<t>lt ■■■, <fig)T,where

■M0) = E |v>'(ri)U‘/!!V -1^ V - 1U,1/> (r i)

j ; f = 1 ,...,,.
(A.2.1)

Equation (A.2.1) can be described in matrix form

* (0 ) = ^ W U ^ ' V - ^ V ^ U ^ f C r ) - tr(K V -1^ - ) .
oni

Oui

(A.2.2)

Equation (A.2.2) can be separated in two parts, I and I I , where

I = ^ t(r)U 1/2V - 1| ^ V - 1U l1/2^ (r),
oOi
and
/ / = <r(K V " S

)'

where
d l _ d(<S‘M U ^ V - 'U P g )
m,
=

2

ae,

d_
^ ‘( r J U ^ V 1! | ^ V - 1U 1/2^ ( r)
J oui
d9t

2{ ( ^ ^ (r))U1/2V_1+ 1®r<(r)(^U1/,2)V_1 - ^(rJU^V-^V"1j ^ V “]U 1/2* (r),
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where

£ ® ‘(r )

=

( - i * ' ( r ) U - ‘r)*

and ^

= l l T 1' 2!.

Similarly,
f

=

AM

kv

- 1^ )

^ae, v T
=

ae,

- M K V 9ae,
g VVvy -- ' ae,
f).

Thus

2§G)

=

2 { ( ^ ^ ' ( r ) U - 1r)t) U 1/2V - 1 + ^ ‘( r J U - ^ V 1 - ^ ( r J U ^ V ^ g f V " 1}

x ( g ‘V ^ U ^ W ) + ir(K V _1|^ V _ i |^ ) .

A .3

E stim ating random effects

For estimating the area-specific random effects Vj the following equation should be
solved iteratively.

Z‘R - 1/2V> ( R r 1/2(yi - X./3 - ZiV ,)) - G r ^ V f G r '^ v .) = 0;

t= l

* (A.3.1)

(A.3.1) can be written in matrix form

T(v) = Z‘R - 1/2V? ( R " 1/2(y - X/3 -

Z v ))

- G “ 1/2'i/j(G “ 1/2v ) = 0.

Suppose,
P i = Z*R_1/V (R _1/2(y - X ( 3 - Zv)) ,
and
P 2 = G - 1/2^ ( G - 1/2v ).
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Using Newton-Raphson algorithm, the iterative equation can be described as follows:

v (m+l) _ VM _ X '(v(m))~1T (v (m)),

Let r = R _1^2(y —X/3 —Zv), then T'(v) can be written as:

Clearly,
—

dv

=

^ R - 172^ ^
dv

= 2 tR - i / 2^ ( r ) dr
dr d v '
= Z*R~1/2A {—R ~ 1/2Z}.
where A is a diagonal matrix that its diagonal elements are rp'(r) and

.1
tp \ r ) = ^

\r\ < b

0 otherwise
Similarly,
d3D
P2
= g - 172a * g - 172,
dv
where A* is a diagonal matrix that its diagonal elements are ip'(G~1^2v).

A .4

E xplicit form of V *1 for the two-fold nested
error regression m odel

Stukel (1991) provided an explicit form of V, 1 for the two-fold model. Considering
the general model (3.1.2), the block of variance-covariance matrix is given by

Vi

=

In. + <r2(l„. ) ( l ( J + a^diagi<j<mj(l ny) (1' .).

The above term is achieved by substituting the R n G, and Z, in V, = R, + Z,G,Zj .
Thus, the block of the variance-covariance can be written as

Vi = A* + a2{l ni.)(l(Ii),

where
Ai

=

dicigi<j<mi (<7eI nij. +

<Ju \ n i .

l n_)

=

diag i <j <m, Ajj ,

and rij. = E J=i nij• Using the above expression and the following lemma (C. R. Rao
(1965)),the inverse of Vj is given by

Vi 1

=

a e 2 { { I n i . ~ d i a g i < j < mi ( “ " ^ ( I n . T ^ )

-

^eV u27i(E7=i Ttj)

[coii<i<mi( l/^ j7 ij(ln iJ))]M i< j <mi(^-7ij ( l nij))]/},
(A.4.1)

where
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Lemma: Let C be k x k non-singular matrix and a and b two k x 1 vectors. Then
the inverse of C + abr is given byC -1 —(1 + b'C ^a) 1C “1ab/C_1.

For Vj, C = A,, a =

l n i)and

b = l n j.

In the same way, for Ay,

C = a \Inij , a = a2ul nij and b = l nij.
Substituting equation (A.4.1) in (3.1.3), one can derive an explicit solution for /3.
See Stukel and Rao (1999).
Similarly, the BLUP estimator of v, reduces to Vj = (u,, v2j)r where
Vi = liiy i-, -

x?0),

% = 7y ( £ ! 5 t

_
J/i7 —Z-,j=l
-

hj

- 7i7y(ftr -

Y ^nij yiji , ir^mi

Z—
//—1 nij / ^j=l UJ'
? m /s r r n i

An — Z ^ j= i h ; Z ^ /= i nij /

/y
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